3oo	Appendix I
Note 31, p. 146.
In Oxfordshire, throughout the period 1925-36, the minimum wages were
the same winter and summer, but were paid for a 50-hour week in summer
and a 48-hour week in winter. Overtime rates, originally fixed at $d. hourly,
were reduced to 8rf. on March 6th, 1932, and raised successively to 8fc/.» 9^.,
9Jrf., and lod. on February 4th, 1934, May 6th, 1934, March 4th, 1935, and
September zyth, 1936.
The rates payable to female workers and male workers under 21 are also
regulated by the committee. All female workers over 18 years of age earned
6<£ per hour throughout the period between 1925 and 1935. Until May 1929
the hours of work of women were not regulated, but since then they have been
fixed at the same as for male workers—namely, 48 hours in winter and 50 hours
in summer, Work beyond these hours was counted as overtime and was
payable at the rate of 7 Jrf. per hour on week-days and 9^ per hour on Sundays.
Since March 1935 the minimum rate for women has been increased to 6J*/. per
hour, while overtime is also paid at \d* per hour more.
The wages of young men and boys under 21 years of age vary according to
age. Between 1926 and 1931 they varied from 9^. per week for boys aged
14 to 15 to 271. per week for men aged 20 to 21. In 1932 to 1933 the rates
were lower, varying from 8j. 6d. to 25^. per week. In 1934 they were restored
to the 1926-31 level, and since March 1935 they have risen above that level,
in common with the wages paid to other classes of workers. Thus in 1936 the
rate varied from 91. 6d. for boys aged 14 to 15 to 28j, 6rf. for men of 20 to 21.
Note 32. Chapter EX. Parish Government.
Information about the rates and other factors which ha?e a bearing on parish
government is given for each parish in the Survey Area in the following table.
Every effort has been made to obtain complete accuracy, but owing to the diffi-
culty of ensuring the reliability of information collected from such a large num-
ber of sources the author cannot hold himself responsible for any inaccuracies
which occur. Moreover, no attempt has been made to bring the facts up to
date; they relate in most cases to the year 1935-6 and are intended to give a
picture of the position in the district at that date.
In classifying the parishes into 'purely rural' and enot purely rural' we have
adopted an entirely arbitrary classification, which seemed to us to fit the facts.
We have classified as 'purely rural* any parish which in 1935 had either a density
of less than 0*25 persons to the acre or a rateable value of less than £1,000. Such
parishes do not in general need elaborate sanitary services.
The *not purely rural* parishes seemed to us to fall into two distinct groups,
viz. (a) suburban, e.g. Cumnor and Littlemore; and (&) independent centres,
e.g. Eynsham and Dorchester. There is some presumption that the places in
both these groups require sanitary services, though this cannot be assumed as
a matter of course; it depends on many factors, e.g. geological features.
The rates have been rounded off to the nearest \d.

